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Abstract 

The Kaki Ae language was surveyed by SIL in 1993. When the survey was eleven years old there were 
some new questions about the current language vitality situation; therefore, a survey focusing on the 
vitality of Kaki Ae was conducted in July 2004. This survey team found that Kaki Ae is still vital. 
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1 Goals of the survey 

The goal of the survey was to assess the vitality of Kaki Ae. The main questions to answer were: 
• In what domains do people speak Kaki Ae? 
• Do the children speak Kaki Ae? 
• What language do Kaki Ae parents speak to their children? 
• What language is used in families where one parent is Kaki Ae and one is from another language 

group? 
Other factors potentially affecting language vitality are: positive or negative attitudes toward the 

vernacular, demographics (including immigration/emigration and population), and use of the vernacular 
in local schools and churches. Therefore, the survey team used sociolinguistic interviews and observation 
to see what language people used in various domains, what attitude Kaki Ae speakers held toward their 
language, and whether institutions such as churches and schools were promoting vernacular use. 

Additionally, the survey team collected data answering the following two questions which are of 
importance in working out what sort of language development programme may be appropriate for the 
Kaki Ae language: 

• Do people from different villages work together? 
• Are there many Kaki Ae speakers who have Grade 7 or higher education? 
The survey team also collected other data that may provide a broader understanding of the Kaki Ae 

situation. This additional information is included in the appendices of this report. 

2 General information 

2.1 Language name and classification 

The Kaki Ae [tbd] language is alternately known as Tati Ae, Raepa Tati, Paepa Tati, Tati,1 Tate, 
Lorabada, and Lou. Kaki Ae is a Trans-New Guinea language belonging to the Eleman Stock. As can be 
seen in the diagram below, Kaki Ae is a family level isolate. 

The Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) lists the following seven languages in the Eleman Stock: 
Eleman (7) 
 Nuclear Eleman (5) 
  Eastern (2) 
   TAIRUMA [uar] 
   TOARIPI [tqo] 
  Western (3) 
   KEORU-AHIA [xeu] 
   OPAO [opo] 
   OROKOLO [oro] 
 Purari (1) 
  PURARI [iar] 
 Tate (1) 
  KAKI AE [tbd] 

                                                   
1Note that Bush Mekeo, also known as Tati, is not the same as Kaki Ae. 
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Speakers of the language usually call it Kaki Ae ‘Kaki language’, while they refer to their ethnic 
group as Kaki Arua’u ‘Kaki people’. Some speakers in Kupiano referred to the language as Uriri, the name 
of the largest village in the language group. 

2.2 Previous research 

Clifton undertook some brief survey work in 1990 (spending one day in 1990 in Uriri and one week in 
1993 and made a brief visit to Lou). Both his survey report (Clifton 1993) and his paper (Clifton 1994) 
concluded that the Kaki Ae language remained vital, despite the small population. By the time this 
survey was requested his findings were dated, especially in the area of vitality. 

Franklin challenged Clifton’s assertion (in Clifton 1994) that an earlier classification of Kaki Ae by 
Herbert Brown was questionable (Franklin 1995). Franklin maintains that Brown’s data substantiates his 
claim that Kaki Ae and the Eleman languages are related. This claim is supported by regular sound 
correspondences (Franklin 1995). 

2.3 Language location and accessibility 

Kaki Ae is spoken in six villages southeast of Kerema, in the Gulf Province of Papua New Guinea. The 
villages are: Auri, Kupiano, Kupla (Gupra), Lou, Ovorio, and Uriri. Lovera, which was listed by Brown 
(1973:285) and Clifton (1993) as a Kaki Ae village, was reported to be a Kaipi (Toaripi) village by both 
Kaki Ae speakers and a Kaipi speaker who met the survey team. 

All of the Kaki Ae villages except for Lou are located along the road connecting Kerema, the capital 
of Gulf Province, with Port Moresby (see map 2). This road was impassable at some point east of 
Kupiano at the time of the 2004 survey; however, trucks were observed running between Kupiano and 
Kerema, so most of the Kaki Arua’u have ready access to Kerema. Survey team members walked from 
Uriri to Kerema in 40 minutes. 

Lou village is more isolated than the other Kaki Ae villages. It is located directly on the coast about 
ten metres up a rocky cliff face above a beach, which is inundated at high tide. There are many large 
rocks in the surf approaching the beach, so Lou residents must take their canoes out past these rocks to 
meet passing dinghies when they wish to leave the village. At low tide, it is reportedly possible to walk 
along the beach to Kerema. The other route out of Lou is straight up the 230 metre mountain ridge 
behind the village to the old abandoned and overgrown road into Kerema. It took the survey team 3.5 
hours to hike from Lou to Kupla following this route. 

There is regularly scheduled commercial airline service into the sealed airstrip in Kerema. However, 
when area residents travel out of the area, most often to visit Port Moresby, they usually take a dinghy to 
Malalaua, from where they can catch a public motor vehicle (PMV) into town. 
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Maps 

Map 1: Kaki Ae Language Area in PNG 

 
 

Map 2: Kaki Ae Villages 

 
©SIL-PNG. Geography from GMMS 2004 at www.gmi.org. Used with permission. 

NOTE: The exact location of Auri is unknown, as the survey team did not get 
 a Global Positioning System (GPS) point for this village. It is near Uriri. 

This image cannot currently be displayed.

This image cannot currently be displayed.

©SIL-PNG 
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Map 3: Neighbouring Languages 

 
©SIL-PNG. Geography from GMMS 2004 at www.gmi.org. Used with permission. 

NOTE: This map is intended to give general language locations,  
not to indicate specific boundaries or land ownership. 

3 Methodology 
3.1 Village sampling 

The survey team visited both of the main Kaki Ae villages, Uriri and Lou, as well as the satellite village 
Kupiano, which people consider to be part of Uriri. The three satellite villages the team did not visit, 
Auri, Kupla, and Ovorio, are also considered to be part of Uriri and are located near it. Participants in 
the Uriri group sociolinguistic interviews included people from these satellite villages. Lou does not have 
any associated satellite villages. 

3.2 Tools 

3.2.1 Observation 

Observation is a natural, relatively unobtrusive way to find out what languages are being used in 
particular domains. It is helpful to have observations to either confirm or call into question reported 
language use data. What language(s) people use in particular domains may also give insight into 
language attitudes. 

Throughout the survey, the team remained alert to what languages they heard spoken around them. 
In cases where it was necessary to distinguish between vernaculars, the survey team asked local people 
to identify the vernacular(s) being spoken. 

3.2.2 Sociolinguistic interviews 

In each village visited, the survey team interviewed groups of people regarding language use, 
intermarriage, and population movement. An effort was made to ensure that the groups were 

This image cannot currently be displayed.
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representative of all Kaki Ae speakers in the village, with members of both sexes and several age 
brackets participating. However, due to the fact that most of the residents of Kupiano were away at a 
Seventh-Day Adventist crusade in Kerema when the survey team went to Kupiano, it was not possible to 
assemble a fully representative group to participate in those group interviews. The language use 
interview was done with a group of women, and the men’s language use data was provided by one man 
in his 30s. Information on Kupiano’s population and immigration was reported by only one person. 

Religious leaders and educators were interviewed individually in order to gain insight into language 
use and attitudes in local schools and churches, as well as to ascertain what level of cooperation existed 
between different villages. 

4 Language vitality 

4.1 Language use 

4.1.1 Children’s language use 

In order for a language to be vital, children must learn to speak it. The language(s) that children speak in 
the present gives insight into future generations’ language use and the ongoing survival of the language. 

As reported 

Data in this section represents group responses to questions during language use interviews in three Kaki 
Ae villages: Kupiano, Lou, and Uriri. 

Respondents in all three villages reported that children speak Kaki Ae. Lou and Uriri villages 
reported that children speak exclusively Kaki Ae to their parents, grandparents, siblings, and playmates. 
In Kupiano, it was reported that children speak Kaki Ae to their parents and grandparents, and both Kaki 
Ae and Tok Pisin to siblings and playmates. 

Reportedly, Kaki Ae is the first language children learn to speak.2 It was reported that they speak it 
well, although Kupiano and Uriri villages noted that children mix Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu with Kaki Ae. 
Adults in both villages felt that multilingualism was positive, but mixing languages was not. In Lou, it 
was reported that neither children nor adults mix any other languages with Kaki Ae. Adults in Uriri were 
concerned that Tok Pisin is replacing their language because younger people are mixing Tok Pisin words 
into Kaki Ae. They are worried that they will lose the ‘real language’ when the elders die. 

As observed 

Children were observed speaking Kaki Ae almost all of the time. Nothing was observed to contradict 
reports that children speak primarily Kaki Ae. 

Children in Kupiano were observed speaking Kaki Ae to each other while playing. They were also 
observed addressing an adult in Kaki Ae. 

In Lou, children playing games were speaking Kaki Ae to each other. They borrowed a few words of 
Tok Pisin, such as saitim, ‘go to the side’, and bruk, ‘broken.’ On the beach in Lou, about ten kids were 
having a sand castle war. They were talking a lot, and using Kaki Ae exclusively. 

In Uriri, one girl scolded other children for speaking too much Kaki Ae in the presence of the survey 
team. Despite several objections by this girl, the children continued speaking primarily Kaki Ae with 
each other. The survey team did observe that children used some borrowed English words such as 
                                                   
2Exceptions: A Baimuru woman married into the Kaki Ae area reported that her child learned to speak English first. 
In Uriri it was reported that immigrants’ children only learn to speak Kaki Ae if their parents teach them. 
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“lolly,” “biscuit,” and “mistake.” There were also a few sentences in Tok Pisin, which were for the 
purpose of bossing other people around. For example, Yupela sanap long sait, (meaning, ‘You go stand on 
the side’). 

Younger children did not interact with the survey team, and older children communicated with the 
survey team in Tok Pisin. 

4.1.2 Adults’ language use 

As reported 

The reported language use by men and women in Kupiano, Lou, and Uriri is shown in table 1 and table 
2. It should however be noted that some people from the smaller villages considered to be part of Uriri 
(Kupla, Auri, and Ovorio) were present during the language use interview there and had input into these 
responses. The numbers in the charts are the number of village group respondents that said an age group 
uses a language to talk to certain people. For example, respondents in three of the three villages reported 
that young men use Kaki Ae when speaking to their parents. 

Table 1: Number of villages reporting men’s use of various languages 

You to… 
Kaki Ae Tok Pisin English Hiri Motu 

ym mm om ym mm om ym mm om ym mm om 

…your parents 3 3           
…your brothers and 
sisters 3 3 3  1   1   1  

…your wife  3 3          

…teach your (grand) kids  3 3     1     

…scold your (grand) kids  3 3          

Your wife to your kids  3 3  1        
Your parents to your kids  3   1        

Your parents to you 3 3   1        

KEY: ym = young men, unmarried; mm = married men, children at home; om = old men 
 

Additionally, it was reported that if a man is married to a non-Kaki Ae woman, he may use Tok 
Pisin, Hiri Motu, or the wife’s vernacular to speak to her, and she may speak her vernacular to the 
children. 
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Table 2: Number of villages reporting women’s use of various languages 

You to… 
Kaki Ae Tok Pisin English Hiri Motu 

yw mw ow yw mw ow yw mw ow yw mw ow 

…your parents 3 3           

…your brothers and sisters 3 3 3          

…your husband  3 2a          

…teach your (grand) kids  3 3          

…scold your (grand) kids  3 3          

Your husband to your kids  3 3          
Your parents to your kids  3           

Your parents to you 3 3           

KEY: yw = young women, unmarried; mw = married women, children at home; ow = old women 
a In Kupiano, the only old woman available to participate in the language use interview was a widow. 
 

Additionally, in one village it was reported that a woman who is married to a Kamea man speaks 
Tok Pisin to him and he speaks Tok Pisin to their children. One woman married into Kupiano from 
Baimuru speaks English and Tok Pisin to her family, although her Kaki Ae husband speaks Kaki Ae to 
their children. A woman from Port Moresby who is married into the Kaki Ae area reported speaking only 
Kaki Ae with her husband and children. 

Kaki Ae is the dominant language in the domain of the home, although there is some use of Tok 
Pisin, English, and Hiri Motu, especially in families where one parent is from another language group. 

Reported language use in certain domains is summarized in table 3 for the three villages reporting. 
For example, in all three villages people reported that Kaki Ae is spoken when arguing with family. 

Table 3: Language use by domains (number of villages surveyed) 

What languages do you use when: Kaki Ae Tok Pisin English Hiri Motu Toaripi Tairuma 

Arguing with familyb 3      
Praying at home 3 1  1 1  
Organizing wedding or funeral feastsc 3      
Joking 3 1     
Playing sports 3 3  2   
Outsiders who know your language 3      
In town 3 3 1 3 1 1 
Outsiders who don’t know your 
language 

 3  3 1  

Court (Magistrate is a Tairuma man)  3  3  2 
bIn Uriri it was reported that Kaki Ae speaking families use Kaki Ae exclusively when they have a disagreement. 
However, families that have one parent from another language area use Kaki Ae, English, and Hiri Motu when they 
argue, and in Lou people reported that a mixed family may also argue in the wife’s vernacular. 
cAdditionally, people in Lou said that if Toaripi or Tairuma guests are invited, they use those languages. 
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All of the villages reported that Kaki Ae is used in every domain where it is possible to 
communicate using Kaki Ae. Groups playing sports are often a mixture of Kaki Ae speakers and 
outsiders; thus, Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu are also common in that domain. For communication with 
people who do not speak Kaki Ae, people most commonly use Tok Pisin or Hiri Motu. 

Regarding code mixing, a 34 year old man in Kupiano said he was concerned about Kaki Ae’s 
vitality because people are mixing English and Tok Pisin with Kaki Ae. He gave the example “Mana sit 
down,” where mana is the Kaki Ae word for ‘come!’ During about 30 hours following this conversation, 
the man caught himself mixing English or Tok Pisin phrases with Kaki Ae two or three times. His 
borrowing an English phrase for one which clearly already exists in Kaki Ae lends some credence to his 
concern. However, note that this example is in the imperative tense. Based on team members’ experience 
in Papua New Guinea, it is common for speakers to lend more authority to a command by giving it in an 
official government language. Therefore, this example seems more like a normal feature of living in a 
multilingual society than a cause for grave concerns of impending language shift. 

As observed 

Adults were observed speaking Kaki Ae almost all the time, unless they were addressing the survey team. 
This was true in both informal settings (e.g. talking with one’s family at home, watching kids playing 
group games) and more formal settings (e.g. discussion during group interviews). Adults were observed 
mixing some English and Tok Pisin words with Kaki Ae, such as “mistake,” “population,” and “mix-mix.” 

On one occasion a man was observed speaking to Sunday school students in Tok Pisin regarding 
actions that went along with a Tok Pisin song. Young men playing rugby in Kupiano, as well as male 
spectators, were observed speaking primarily Kaki Ae, but also some Tok Pisin, particularly when 
expressing anger. Use of Tok Pisin while angry or intoxicated is also common in PNG as it purportedly 
reduces the emotional impact and sense of responsibility associated with what is said. 

The overall situation in Lou village seemed to be fairly monolingual (in Kaki Ae), amongst both 
adults and children. When addressed in Tok Pisin, people in Lou did not respond much, except to nod. 
They really did not seem accustomed to speaking Tok Pisin. Overall, there seemed to be greater use of 
Kaki Ae in Lou than in Uriri and Kupiano, although the language was definitely being used in all villages. 

4.1.3 Bilingualism 

Table 4 shows self-reported bilingualism in three villages the survey team visited: Kupiano, Lou, and 
Uriri. The numbers in the chart are the number of villages that said an age group speaks or hears 
(understands but cannot speak) a language. For example, all three villages reported that young men 
speak Tok Pisin. A value of 0.5 was given for answers “some,” wanwan (‘a few’), haphap (‘partially or 
incompletely’), or if the only people who know it are those who have gone to school (as in the case of 
English). 
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Table 4: Number of villages reporting bilingualism 

 
Young 
Men 

Men  
(w/ kids) 

Old 
Men 

Young 
Women 

Women 
(w/ kids) 

Old 
Women Children 

Kaki Ae 
Speak 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Hear        

Tok Pisin 
Speak 3 3 0.5 3 2.5  2.5 
Hear   2   3  

Hiri Motu 
Speak 1.5 3 3 1.5 2.5 2  
Hear 1   0.5  1 2d 

English 
Speak 1.5 1  1.5 1  1 
Hear  1      

Toaripi 
Speak 1 2 3 1 1.5 3  
Hear 2 1  2 1  1e 

Tairuma 
Speak  3 3 0.5 2 3 0.5 
Hear 2.5   2 1   

Orokolo 
Speak 0.5 1 2  0.5 2  
Hear 1   2 1   

dIn one village it was stated that only children 12 years old and above could understand Hiri Motu. 
e12 years old and above. 
 

In Lou, it was reported that knowledge of Toaripi, Hiri Motu, and Tairuma was restricted to “light 
ones” (things that are easy to say). In Kupiano, it was reported that young people could only say easy 
things in Hiri Motu, while older adults are more proficient. 

Regarding children’s bilingualism, it was reported in Lou that only a few children speak Tok Pisin, 
and children older than 12 years old are passively bilingual in Toaripi and Hiri Motu. In Kupiano and 
Uriri it was reported that children know how to speak Tok Pisin, and those who go to school can speak 
English. Children in Uriri were reported to speak Tairuma, although not proficiently, and to be passively 
bilingual in Hiri Motu. 

Other than Kaki Ae, there is no other language that all people in the Kaki Ae area can speak. 
Bilingualism in neighbouring vernaculars is reportedly more prevalent amongst older people than 
younger people, and virtually non-existent amongst children. This indicates a decline in vernacular 
bilingualism within the last one to two generations. Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu are both used as trade 
languages, with Tok Pisin being more commonly spoken by younger people and Hiri Motu being more 
commonly spoken by the older generation. Bilingualism appears to be slightly more common among men 
than among women. 

4.2 Language attitudes 

4.2.1 As reported 

Regarding which languages they want their children to learn, adults always placed first priority on Kaki 
Ae, followed by either Tok Pisin or Hiri Motu (or both), with English being of less importance than those 
two languages. 

Most adults who participated in group interviews felt that Kaki Ae will still be used in 20 years, 
although some people in Uriri disagreed. One man in Kupiano expressed concern that current mixing of 
Kaki Ae and other languages could eventually bring about the death of Kaki Ae. Uriri residents felt that 
vernacular literature is important to the future vitality of their language. Adults in all villages where 
language use interviews were conducted felt that their children will speak Kaki Ae to the next 
generation. 
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The Kaki Ae villagers’ preferences regarding language(s) used for books and story telling are 
compiled in table 5. The responses are displayed as the number of villages reporting a preference. For 
example, all three of the villages visited reported that they would like to read books in Kaki Ae. 

Table 5: Reported language preferences for books and stories 

Language Preferences Kaki Ae English Tok Pisin Hiri Motu Orokolo Toaripi 

In what language(s) would you like 
to read books? 3 3 2 1 1 1 

In what language(s) would you like 
to hear stories? 3      

4.2.2 As reflected by churches 

There are three congregations in the Kaki Ae area: a United Church in Lou, a United Church in Uriri, and 
a Seventh-Day Adventist (SDA) church in Kupiano. 

The Lou United Church is part of the Koaru Circuit, which traditionally uses Toaripi Scriptures and 
hymnals. The Uriri United Church belongs to the Tairuma Circuit, which was formerly a part of the 
Orokolo Circuit and, therefore, traditionally used Orokolo Scriptures and hymnals. Neither of these 
United Church circuits has chosen to invest the significant effort that would be required to produce Kaki 
Ae literature. 

Although the SDA Church is large and well established in Kerema, it is relatively new to the Kaki Ae 
language group, having only been established in 2000. Reportedly, the SDA Church in Kupiano does not 
use Kaki Ae at all in their services, preferring English and Tok Pisin instead. The church leader stated 
that Kaki Ae is his mother tongue, but he does not speak it often; his wife is a non-Kaki Ae speaker from 
the Baimuru District. His congregation includes non-Kaki Ae speakers, so he holds church services in Tok 
Pisin in order to include them. He expressed no interest in a Kaki Ae language development programme. 
This attitude was also reflected by a young woman in Kupiano who said that people were not interested 
in a Kaki Ae language development programme. Conversely, other people participating in the interview 
said that they thought that it would be good to have a Kaki Ae language development programme. 

United Churches in Uriri and Lou reported using Kaki Ae in the following domains: spontaneous 
prayer, announcements, youth services,3 songs,4 sermons,5 and women’s groups.6 In Lou, the Bible is 
read in Toaripi or English, and the Uriri congregation uses the English Bible. Church leaders in Lou said 
that children do not understand the Toaripi Bible. 

The survey team attended the Uriri United Church on 11 July 2004. They observed the following 
languages used in the service: 

• Prayers – Kaki Ae 
• Songs – English, Tok Pisin, Kaki Ae 
• Hymns – English 
• Announcements – Kaki Ae 

                                                   
3Uriri youth also use some Hiri Motu and some Tok Pisin in their services. 
4Uriri congregation also sings in Tok Pisin and English. Lou congregation also sings in Tok Pisin, Hiri Motu, English, 
and Toaripi (hymns). 
5The deacon in Lou preaches in Kaki Ae, while the pastor preaches in his own mother tongue, Melaripi (a dialect of 
Toaripi). 
6The women’s group in Uriri also uses English, Tairuma, and Tok Pisin. 
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• Bible reading – English, theme introduced in Hiri Motu before reading 
• Main prayer – Kaki Ae 
• Pastor’s closing remarks – Tok Pisin and Hiri Motu 
• Sermon – Kaki Ae with a little English 

Community members in both Lou and Uriri expressed interest in a Kaki Ae language development 
programme. 

4.2.3 As reflected by schools 

Because the Epo Uriri Community School is still under the old education system, children are encouraged 
to speak English at all times during school hours (see section A1 for more information on Epo Uriri 
Community School). Most of the students who go to school at Epo Uriri Community School are children 
from Kupiano and Uriri. There is only one student from Lou village. The headmaster reported that 
teachers discourage children from speaking the vernacular at school because they would like the 
children to learn English well (both oral and written) to benefit them in the future. 

However, the children are not punished for speaking Kaki Ae at school, especially when they are 
playing outside during school hours. They are not punished for unintentionally speaking Kaki Ae in class 
either. Children become proficient in Tok Pisin more quickly than they do in English, and they speak Tok 
Pisin often. 

4.2.4 As inferred from behaviour 

The fact that Kaki Ae speakers use Kaki Ae most of the time, and that they were observed singing songs 
in Kaki Ae, indicates a positive attitude toward their language. 

4.2.5 Summary 

Overall, Kaki Ae speakers seem to have a positive attitude toward their language. 
One major exception to this is the negative attitude toward Kaki Ae held by the leader of the SDA 

church in Kupiano. Despite his lack of interest in Kaki Ae, some people in the village expressed that they 
value the language by saying that Kaki Ae should be number one priority for children’s language 
learning, that they like to listen to stories in Kaki Ae, and that they would like to read books in Kaki Ae if 
they were available. 

The community school is not promoting use of Kaki Ae, but children are not punished for speaking 
it on the school grounds either. 

4.3 Demographics 

In addition to studying language use and language attitudes in assessing language vitality, it is important 
to consider factors such as population, immigration, and emigration. Specifically, one must answer the 
following questions: 

• Are there enough speakers of the language to support its long-term survival? 
• Is the group being inundated by immigrants from other language groups (due to intermarriage or 

other factors)? 
• Is the group’s number of speakers being reduced by massive emigration? 

4.3.1 Population 

The 1970 Census listed the population of Kaki Ae as 266. In 1980, the census registered 297 Kaki Ae 
people. In 1993, the population was estimated to be 310 (Clifton 1993:1). The 2000 Census listed the 
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population for Lou and Uriri as 458. Kupla, Ovorio, and Kupiano are not listed in the census information. 
However, since Kupla, Ovorio, and Kupiano were historically part of Uriri (Clifton 1993:2) it is likely 
that their populations are included with Uriri’s in the census. 

During the survey, the team asked people to count each house in each Kaki Ae village, and then to 
count each person who lived in each house. The total population count was 621, including immigrants. 

Table 6: Kaki Ae population 2004 

Village 
Name 

Houses Population Adult 
Immigrants 

Auri 6 31 4 
Kupiano 16 91 11 
Kupla 5 39 3 
Lou 32 180 12 
Ovorio 24 142 13 
Uriri 20 138 17 
Total 103 621 60 

 

Including both native and non-native speakers of Kaki Ae, who are living either inside or outside of 
the Kaki Ae area, the total number of Kaki Ae speakers today is approximately 630.7 

There are many social factors that are more important than population size in determining the 
vitality of a language. However, Grimes (1986) hypothesized that when considering population size as a 
factor in language vitality, there is a critical point above which population size is a positive factor 
(promoting language vitality) and below which population size is a negative factor (detracting from 
language vitality). He suggests that this critical size depends on the relative population sizes of all of the 
languages in the region. Grimes calculated the critical point by plotting the logarithm of language sizes 
against the logarithm of their size rank in their region and observing where the slope of the tangent of 
this curve was equal to negative one. In the Pacific area the critical size was approximately 250 speakers, 
based on 1984 data (1986:16). We repeated Grimes’s calculation using the most recent population data 
available for Papua New Guinean languages (see Figure 1) and found that the critical mass of speakers 
for a Papua New Guinean language remains approximately 250. 
  

                                                   
7Beginning with the population shown in Table, if one subtracts 26 immigrants who were reported not to speak Kaki 
Ae proficiently and six immigrants for whom proficiency information was not available, and then adds an estimated 
40 speakers of Kaki Ae living outside the language area (based on information in section 4.3.3 Emigration), the total 
estimated population of speakers is 630. 
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Figure 1: PNG language group populations, 2005. 

Kaki Ae’s population of 630 speakers places it well outside the “danger zone” for extinction due to 
small population 

4.3.2 Immigration 

Based on the figures shown in table 7,8 immigration to the Kaki Ae area is a relatively low 9.7% 
(Landweer 1989:57). All but seven of the 60 immigrants in the Kaki Ae villages are from Gulf Province. 
The largest group of immigrants is from the neighbouring Toaripi language group, with two-thirds of 
those being from the Kaipi dialect. The primary reason for immigration is marriage, although two 
teachers had come to work in Kupiano. 

The survey team was able to obtain information about 54 immigrants’ proficiency in Kaki Ae. It was 
reported that 28 immigrants (51.9%) speak Kaki Ae fluently, 9 immigrants (16.7%) speak Kaki Ae 
poorly, 8 immigrants (14.8%) are passively bilingual, and 9 immigrants (16.7%) do not speak Kaki Ae at 
all. On three occasions it was stated that the reason a particular immigrant could not speak Kaki Ae was 
that they had only arrived recently. 

The survey team collected information about children of 49 immigrants. Of those, 45 have children 
who speak Kaki Ae, and four have children who cannot speak Kaki Ae. 

The fact that immigration is relatively low, the majority of adults who immigrate learn to speak 
Kaki Ae, and children of immigrants learn to speak Kaki Ae, suggests strong language vitality. 
  

                                                   
8These figures include two Kamea families living amongst Kaki Ae speakers in Kupiano but do not include other 
Kamea families living in the vicinity that previously worked on the rubber plantation. 
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Table 7: Immigrants’ origins 

Language or Local Level 
Government Areaf Province Males Females Total 
Baimurug Gulf 2 5 7 
Balimoh Western 1 0 1 
English/Tok Pisin  0 1 1 
Ihui Gulf 0 1 1 
Kameaj Gulf 4 5 9 
Keuru Gulf 0 1 1 
Kikorik Gulf 3 2 5 
Opao Gulf 0 1 1 
Orokolo Gulf 2 1 3 
Tairuma Gulf 0 8 8 
Toaripil Gulf 4 14 18 
Wanigelam Central 0 1 1 
Unknown Highlands 3 1 4 
Total  19 41 60 

fListed as reported; some languages listed are classified as dialects of other 
languages. 
gBaimuru Rural Local Level Government area (LLG) is in the Purari [iar] 
language area. 
hBalimo Urban LLG is in the Gogodala [ggw] language area. 
iIhu Rural LLG is in the Orokolo [oro] and Keuru [xeu] language areas. 
jAlso known as Dawa or Hamtai [hmt]. 
kWest Kikori and East Kikori LLGs cover the western half of Gulf Province. 
Kikori town is in the Kerewo [kxz] language area. 
l Including the Kaipi and Moaripi dialects. 
mDialect of Keopara [khz]. 

4.3.3 Emigration 

Data in this section represents emigration information for Uriri and Lou. It is unavailable for the other 
Kaki Ae villages. 

In Uriri it was reported that seven Kaki Ae men have moved to Port Moresby, where they live with 
their wives and children. Their wives do not speak Kaki Ae proficiently, but their children are able to 
speak Kaki Ae when they come to visit their relatives in the village. Two families from Uriri live in 
Kerema. One Uriri woman has moved to Lae, where she lives with her Gogodala husband and children 
who do not speak Kaki Ae. Another Uriri woman lives in Goroka, and her children speak Tok Pisin. 

There is one family (of about 15 people) from Lou that lives in Port Moresby. The family’s children 
speak Kaki Ae. There is one family from Lou living in Popondetta; their child cannot speak Kaki Ae. Five 
women from Lou have gone to live in other places due to intermarriage: two to Kaipi (Gulf), one to 
Toaripi (Gulf), one to Rigo (Central), and one to Parakahu (Central). 

Although precise figures are not available, it appears that emigration from the Kaki Ae area is 
relatively low. A low level of emigration suggests strong language vitality. 

4.4 Language vitality summary 

Kaki Ae is widely used and valued in all Kaki Ae speaking villages and is particularly strong in the 
domain of the home. Current language use and attitudes indicate that shift to another language within 
the next generation is unlikely. Population size, immigration levels, and emigration levels also indicate 
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that Kaki Ae is vital. The reports that the majority of immigrants to the Kaki Ae language area and their 
children learn the Kaki Ae language also indicate that language is vital. 

5 Community cohesion and social organization 

5.1 Village identity and prestige 

Essentially, Kaki Ae speakers think of their language as having two villages: Uriri and Lou. Auri, 
Kupiano, Kupla, and Ovorio’s identity are directly tied to being part of Uriri. 

In all three villages visited, Uriri was reported to be the most prestigious village in the Kaki Ae area. 
People in Lou said that this was related to the history of the villages. When Kaki Ae speakers first fought 
with the Kameas and settled in the area, most people settled in Uriri, and only a few went to live in Lou. 
Thus, Uriri was the original main village. 

5.2 Clans 

There are seven Kaki Ae clans. Two clans are associated with Lou (Lau and Kinofe), and five are 
associated with Uriri (Laisara, Ma’okoru, Oro’u’aru, Lo’avihaera, and Afuwei). Previously, there were two 
additional clans associated with Uriri. 

Table 8: Kaki Ae clans 

Clan Name Lau Kinofe Laisara Ma’okoru Oro’u’aru Lo’avihaera Afuwei 
Villages 
where clan 
members 
live 

Lou Lou Uriri 
Auri 
Kupla 
Ovorio 

Uriri 
 
Kupla 
Ovorio 

Uriri 
Auri 
 
Ovorio 

Uriri Lou 
Kupiano 

5.3 Community efforts and cooperation 

Lou and Kupiano have the same councilman who organizes weekly community workdays. Uriri has a 
separate councilman who organizes workdays, although not every week. Church leaders in Lou explained 
that community members help others who are building houses. 

In both Kupiano and Uriri it was reported that different groups work together to arrange funeral 
feasts (Uriri residents also mentioned cooperation to pay bride price), and leaders in Uriri specifically 
noted that this cooperation could also include Tairumas, due to intermarriage. 

There are Kameas who live on Epo Plantation.9 There was no evident or reported cooperation 
between the Kaki Arua’u and the Kameas, although there are two large Kamea households in Kupiano 
itself amongst the 12 Kaki Arua’u houses. Traditionally, these groups are enemies (see section A3, 
History of Uriri). 

6 Education level 

There are not many Kaki Ae children who have had the opportunity to attend secondary school. Those 
who have opportunity for further education are usually those who are living outside the language area, 

                                                   
9See section A2 for more information on Epo Rubber Plantation. 
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either because one of their parents is a non-Kaki Ae speaker or because they have other relatives living 
in an area where there is ready access to education. 

According to the 2000 Census, 33% of the residents of Uriri and Lou (who are 10 years old or older) 
had completed grade 6 (40% of the men and 25% of the women), and 6% (11 men and seven women) 
had completed grade 10. However, only 23% of Uriri and Lou residents over 9 years old (29% of the 
men and 17% of the women) claimed to be literate in any language. 

7 Recommendations 

The Kaki Ae language is vital. Other than Kaki Ae, there is no other language that all people in the Kaki 
Ae area can speak. Kaki Ae speakers value their language and have requested assistance from SIL in 
developing their language. It is recommended that the development of the Kaki Ae language remain a 
high priority. 

Due to low education levels and lack of resources (see sections A1 and A2), Kaki Ae speakers will 
need significant assistance in a language development programme. 

The neighbouring Tairuma language, which is related to Kaki Ae, is also in need of language 
development. The Opao and Keuru languages, also related to Kaki Ae on the stock level, may also need 
language development. We recommend that one team of mentors serve all four of these languages in the 
Eleman group which do not yet have language development programmes.
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Appendix A: General cultural information 

A1 Education 

A1.1 History of schools in Kaki Ae area 

The Epo Uriri Community School was established in 1992 by a man from Uriri. According to the current 
headmaster,10 the school closed down in the mid-1990s due to low attendance. The school re-opened 
again in the late 90s when the number of children interested in attending school increased again. At that 
point there were also sufficient applicants for teaching positions to staff the school. 

The school is under the old education system, as the national education system reform has not yet 
been implemented in the area. Therefore, there are no elementary schools in Kaki Ae villages. 

A1.2 School sites and size 

Table 9: Schools in the Kaki Ae area 

School Name/Contact Address Village/Year established Grade Levels (2004) 
Epo Uriri Community School 
 

Kupiano/1992 Grade 1 
Grade 3 
Grade 4 
Grade 6 

 

Epo Uriri Community School is the only school in the Kaki Ae area. Children who graduate from grade 6 
and pass exams qualifying them for further education go to either Kerema High School, Don Bosco 
Technical High School, Ihu High School (West Kerema), or Malalaua High School in East Kerema. 

Children from Uriri village walk four kilometres each day to Kupiano, where the school is located. 
Most children from Lou do not attend school because of the difficulty in getting to school on the trail 
over the mountain ridge. It can take a child several hours to get to Kupiano from Lou. The student from 
Lou who does attend the community school lives with a relative in Kupiano. 

A1.3 School staff 

All three teachers who work at Epo Uriri Community School are non-Kaki Ae speakers. 

A1.4 Enrollment, attendance, and academic achievement 

Attendance in the Epo Uriri Community School is generally lower than enrollment. The attendance is 
inconsistent due to the following factors: 

• Inability to pay school fees11 
• Children preferring other activities (such as hunting, fishing, and gardening) to school 

                                                   
10Being fairly new to the area, the headmaster was unable to give more detailed information about the history of 
education in this area. 
11Most of people in the Kaki Ae area are subsistence farmers and fishermen, selling a little bit of excess at local 
markets. Children's education is often a lower priority than other family expenditures. 
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• Lack of encouragement from their parents 
• Family responsibilities, such as caring for younger siblings, finding food, or selling produce at 

the town market 

Table 10: Enrollment by grade – Epo Uriri Community School 

Language Grade Boys Girls Total 
Kaki Ae 
Tok Pisin/Toaripi/Kagu 

1 17 14 
1 

 
32 

Kaki Ae 
Tok Pisin/Toaripi/Kagu 

3 19 
1 

14  
34 

Kaki Ae 
Motu 

4 21 3 
1 

 
25 

Kaki Ae 
Tok Pisin/Toaripi/Kagu 

6 23 
1 

4  
28 

 Total 82 37 119 
 

As shown in the table 10, there are very few girls in grades 4 and 6. While the precise reason for 
this is unknown, it may relate to family responsibilities that prevent girls from continuing their 
education. 

A1.5 Education summary 

The headmaster reported that children are more comfortable with Kaki Ae than they are with English; 
they therefore use Kaki Ae for clarification of English terms that are unclear. The headmaster urges 
teachers to encourage children to pursue proficiency in English, as it will help in pursuing higher 
education and eventually in finding jobs. 

According to the headmaster, the school lacks support from the parents and the community. He says 
the parents and the community need to encourage their children to be more committed to learning and 
to have a more positive attitude toward higher education. 

A2 Economics 

Previously, the Gulf Provincial government operated Epo Rubber Plantation around where Kupiano is 
now located. Most of the employees were Kamea speakers. Clifton reported, “Recently one-third of the 
plantation has been returned to the traditional Kaki Ae landowners” (1993:5). Now, most of the rubber 
trees on the plantation have been cut down and hybrid coconuts and cacao trees planted. 

In 1988 some people left Uriri village to come to Kupiano to participate in a government-sponsored 
pig project. The project lasted six years. Individual families looked after pigs and sold them for a profit. 
However, rather than reinvesting in the project and to keep it going, participants mainly used the 
proceeds for their own expenditures. 

Currently, people’s primary source of income is growing garden vegetables and selling the excess 
not needed by the family. They also fish in the river and sell their catch at the market in Kerema. There 
are also trucks that take passengers into town for a fee, and some mini-trade stores. Between October 
and December, Kaki Ae speakers take betel nut to markets in Port Moresby, and between January and 
August they sell betel nut in Kerema. Previously, the government paid Kaki Ae speakers to cut the grass 
by the road and to maintain the road itself using the dump trucks left at the plantation. Recently, the 
government has not been paying them to do these things, and so no one is performing road maintenance. 
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A3 History of Uriri 

The following is a history of Uriri village, as told by a respondent from the Laisara clan. 
The ancestors came from the interior of the Purari River (to the west). Their village was called 

Popo. They were building a tower. This tower broke because they all spoke one language. When the 
tower broke, people started speaking different languages. 

The Kaki Ae people came out of Popo and settled at Koa Lo’u (lo’u means ‘village’). There, they 
fought with the Kameas for a woman. A Kaki Ae man made love to a Kamea woman, and then the 
Kameas came and attacked. The Kaki Ae ran away to Namo Uo (uo means ‘mountain’). You can see it 
from Murua (to the northeast). The Tairuma call it Lavo Uo. 

The Kameas attacked again. Kaki Ae moved to the mouth of the Murua River, calling their new 
village Serere Uo. The Kameas kept attacking. Kaki Ae came to Lerivo Uo, to the east of Kupiano. There 
are rubber trees from Epo Plantation there. 

The Kameas kept attacking day and night. The Kameas had a larger population, so they were 
winning the war of attrition. Another Kaki Ae person (actually a Nara [Lala] man), who had settled on 
another mountain at Laisara Lo’u, south of Kupiano, blew a conch shell. You can see the mountain from 
Kerema High School. So the people from Leviro Uo went to see him. They heard them speaking the same 
language.12 They were happy, so they stayed. 

The Kameas attacked. They moved to Lavara’aki’i (towards Kerema). They were still being attacked. 
They fled to Ponimo Fai (fai means ‘beach’), which is now called Pariva Beach. There, the war began to 
die out. After a few years of peace, they thought of returning to their old land. 

Two ancestors from the Laisara clan, Keke’ape and Vira Ope, came as far as Uriri and liked it, so 
they started clearing this land. After they cleared it, they sent for all Kaki Ae people. Uriri means ‘to 
recall’ or ‘to remember’ (thinking of their former larger population). 

Two kiaps13 took a message to the colonial government that the Kaki Ae were still occasionally 
being attacked by the Kameas. They had killed and eaten a Kaki Ae elder. The government troops set an 
ambush for the retreating Kameas at Sina’ura River (Tairumas say Silaura), which is a tributary of the 
Murua River. The Kameas came at night and crossed the river on a log bridge. After letting everyone 
cross, the troops fired a gun and killed all but one who escaped to tell his people. He told them that they 
came to this place and then this thing that made a sound (like a machine gun) killed all of them but him. 
They were afraid, so the war ended then. 

They have been here in Uriri for six or seven generations.

                                                   
12 Reportedly similar words between Lala and Kaki Ae include ‘road’ and ‘lime.’ 
13 Government patrol officers 
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Appendix B: Wordlists 

The standard SIL-PNG wordlist of 190 items (170 words and 20 phrases, 1999 Revision) was elicited in 
Uriri and Lou. 
 

Item Gloss Uriri Lou 

1 head ˈɑɾo  
2 hair uʡumo  
3 mouth ɑnɑɾɑ  
4 nose ˈnoẽ  
5 eye ˈini  
6 neck ˈpɑni  
7 belly (exterior) ˈheɾe  
8 skin beˈɾɑʡɑ  
9 knee oko  
10 ear owe  
11 tongue mɑjɑnɑ  
11 tongue  mɑ̃eɑnɑ 
12 tooth huʡu  
13 breast ˈɑme  
14 hand ˈupu  
15 foot ˈfeɾɑ  
16 back kokoʡo  
17 shoulder ˈdɑɾo  
17 shoulder ˈlɑɾo  
18 forehead mɑˈeɑnɑ  
19 chin (or jaw) ˈnɑʡo  
19 elbow  ‘arm knee’ DISQUALIFIED 
20 thumb  ‘hand mother’ DISQUALIFIED 
21 leg  ‘foot’ DISQUALIFIED 
23 heart (pumps blood) hoˈhiɾifuˌɑn  
23 liver CONFUSION DISQUALIFIED 
25 bone ˈwuki  
26 blood iˈvɑɾe  
27 baby ɑuɑpɑkɑʡu  
28 girl ˈmuɾu  
29 boy ˈmono  
29 old woman  ‘woman old’ DISQUALIFIED 
31 old man ɑβɑʡeboɾi  
32 woman ˈʡɑ̃ʡu  
33 man ˈɑru  
33 man ɑβɑʡe  
34 father nɑˈpɑɾɑ  
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Item Gloss Uriri Lou 

34 father nɑˈpɑlɑ  
35 mother ˈnouɾɑ  
36 brother (older of man) NO ENTRY ɑhɑɾɑmɑ̃ʡõ 
36 sister (older of man)  ‘girl big/elder’ DISQUALIFIED 
38 name ˈuɾu  
39 bird ˈmini  
40 dog eˈveɾɑ  
41 pig ɑeˈpʰɑɾo  
42 cassowary dɑˈɾuɑ  
42 cassowary  lɑɾuɑ 
43 wallaby hɑˈβɑɾo  
44 flying fox ˈkʰɑβɑ  
45 rat ˈhɑuɑ  
46 frog ˈkɛnɛˌkunu  
47 snake mɛˈmɛɾe  
48 fish ˈnɑne  
48 person  ‘man woman’ DISQUALIFIED 
50 he sits hɑʡuhɑveʡe  
51 he stands deɑveʡe  
52 he lies down diɑveʡe  
53 he sleeps diʡi  
54 he walks deou  
55 he bites nɑnɑ  
56 he eats nɑ  
57 he gives it to me nɛˈni  
58 he sees ɑ  
59 he comes mɑ  
60 he says ouʡi  
61 he hears moʡe  
62 he knows ˈoˑɾe  
63 he drinks ˈmuɑ  
64 he hits ɑmɑmu  
65 he kills ɑou  
66 he dies bɑʡɑ  
67 it burns ɑrɑhɑ  
68 it flies buʡo  
69 he swims ɑʡɑ  
70 he runs uɾiɾi  
71 he falls down huru  
72 he catches mɑɾi  
73 he coughs ʡehumo  
74 he laughs ɑnɑ  
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Item Gloss Uriri Lou 

75 he dances mɑo  
76 big doβɑeɑ  
76 big  dobɑeɑ 
77 small pɑˈkʰɑʡu  
78 good nɑˈmɑiɑ  
79 bad fehɑhɑ  
80 long ˈbeβe  
81 short ʡɑu  
82 heavy mehɑu  
83 light kɑoɾɑ  
84 cold hɑhuʡu  
85 warm, hot oɾoʡoɾo  
86 new oˈeɾɑ  
87 old ˈmoeɑ  
88 round ʡeɾohɑ  
88 round  dohoɾu 
89 wet ˈfɑiʡɑˈfɑiʡɑ  
90 dry hɑɾɑʡo  
91 full ɸuʡihɑ  
92 road keɾeʡɑ  
93 stone ˈeɾe  
94 earth ˈkʰɑu  
95 sand ɸoʡoɾo  
95 sand  kekeʡɑʡe 
96 mountain ʡuo  
97 fire ɑiɛʡi  
98 smoke ʡumɑ  
99 ashes umu  
100 sun ˈdɑɾe  
101 moon ɸuiɑ  
102 star βihuʡu  
103 cloud oɾoˈhɑβo  
104 rain ˈupɑ  
105 wind ˈveʡo  
106 water ɑeme  
107 vine ˈɸoɑ  
108 tree oˈhɑɾo  
109 stick ˈuɾi  
109 bark  ‘skin’ DISQUALIFIED 
111 seed ɸuˈɑni  
112 root mɛnɛ  
113 leaf ˈoːɾe  
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Item Gloss Uriri Lou 

114 meat uɾɑɾɑ  
115 fat mɛɾo  
116 egg mumu  
117 louse ɑmuɾi  
118 feather onomo  
119 horn (shark fin) ˈiˑo  
120 wing ˈbɑho  
121 claw iˈnimu  
122 tail oˈɾoɾɑ  
123 one ɔki  
124 two ũʡũkɑ  
125 three ũʡũkɑpoʡɑ  
126 four  ‘two two’ DISQUALIFIED 
127 five upuokɑʡi  
127 ten  ‘hand two’ DISQUALIFIED 
129 taro piɾikɑɾi  
130 sugarcane ˈɑse  
131 yam ˈdɑsi  
132 banana ˈɑîsi  
133 sweet potato hɑuʡɑni  
134 bean eʡeme  
135 axe ˈdɑo  
135 axe  iɾɑ 
136 knife kenɑʡo  
137 arrow kɑipeʡɑ  
138 net bag ɑʡo  
139 house ẽɑ  
140 tobacco umɑ  
141 morning iβiʡiɾɑ  
142 afternoon lɑîɸuɾu  
143 night hoʡoɾɑ  
144 yesterday ˈlɑɸi  
144 yesterday ˈdɑɸi  
145 tomorrow pɑniʡiɾɑ  
146 white ɛʡɛɾo  
147 black ɛpoɾe  
148 yellow ˈnɑno  
149 red ˈβiːɾo  
150 green ɔʡu  
151 many himiɾi  
152 all soɑʡokiʡɑu  
153 this nɛʡ̃ɛ ̃  
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Item Gloss Uriri Lou 

154 that ɛh̃ɛ ̃  
155 what? ɛnɛnɑʡi  
156 who? ˈnɑeɾo  
156 who? ˈneˑɾo  
157 when? ɛnɑhɑʡu  
158 where? kɑʡɑmɑ  
159 yes ɛh̃ɛ ̃  
160 no oɾeʡe  
161 not oɾe  
162 I ˈnɑɾo  
162 I  nɑ̃õ 
163 you (singular) ʡɑo  
164 he ˈeɾɑ  
164 we two (exclusive) NO ENTRY DISQUALIFIED 
165 you two NO ENTRY DISQUALIFIED 
166 they two NO ENTRY DISQUALIFIED 
168 we (pl exclusive) nuɾo  
168 we (pl exclusive)  nuʡu 
169 you (plural) oɸoɾo  
170 they (plural) eɾɑhoɾo  
170 they (plural) eɾɑɸoɾo  
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